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Flag Tribute Bike 
If you were in attendance of the Vietnam Vets MC Summer Twister, you may have seen this bike running around the grounds.
The first thought I had when I seen the power of this paint job was COVER BIKE for Veterans Day, Nov 11th, 2007. All I can
say is WOW! Look at the detail in this paint. Here is a quick history of this bike.
In August of 2005 my wife and I went to Sturgis SD. I drove a 2002 Ultra Classic and my Wife drove a 2005 Sportster Out side
the camp ground we were staying Boss Hoss was offering demo rides. This was the first we had ever seen of Boss Hoss. We
waited in line for over an hour for a demo ride. After the demo ride we were very impressed and decide we were going to check

out the local dealer in Milwaukee we got home. We sold our
motor home and both of our bikes. We met with the dealer
and ordered our bike from the factory in Dyersburg, TN. 
The bike is delivered from the factory unpainted, but can not
leave the dealer without it being painted. The dealer suggest-
ed a painter (Bill Wildman of Slinger) that we called and
talked to. We looked at many item this painter had done. We
explained the flag we wanted, and emailed him a picture of
the mural off a t-shirt. After a long wait, finally on
December 15th 2005 our bike was delivered to our house.

As you can see with the picture the bike, it is a
tribute to the military. I belong to the Patriot
guard riders and VNV M/C. I attend many mil-
itary funerals and welcome home cerebrations.
People in general like and approve of the paint
job in these times, while the war is going on.
We have been asked to lead many parades. We
let any kids that want to sit on the bike for a
picture, while other people are taking pictures
on their cell phones as we are driving down the
highway. People blow horns and give us
thumbs up all the time. No matter were we go
the bike draws a crowd.


